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BBB Accredited Business Profile

Americor Funding Inc

Business Information

(866) 333-8686

9 years in business
2211 Michelson Dr #370 

Irvine, CA 92612

Fax Numbers

(800) 536-2207

Additional Email Addresses

tdodson@americorfs.com

Business Started: 03/19/2008

Business Incorporated: 03/19/2008 in CA

Type of Entity

Corporation

Business Management

Mr. Banir Ganatra, CEO

Ms. Teresa Dodson, COO

Business Category

Loans - Small Business

Financial Services

Licensing, Bonding or Registration

This business is in an industry that may require professional licensing, bonding or registration. BBB encourages you to check with the

appropriate agency to be certain any requirements are currently being met.

Number of Employees:  5

Reviews & Complaints

View Customer Reviews [8]  View Customer Complaint [1]

Click here for detailed explanation of how BBB processes Customer Complaints

Customer Complaints Summary
1 complaint closed with BBB in last 3 years | 1 closed in last 12 months

Complaint Type Total Closed Complaints Chat Now 

tel:8663338686
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Complaint Type Total Closed Complaints

Advertising/Sales Issues 1

Billing/Collection Issues 0

Delivery Issues 0

Guarantee/Warranty Issues 0

Problems with Product/Service 0

Total Closed Complaints 1

The Business addressed the issues within the complaint, but the consumer did not accept the response, OR BBB has not
heard back from the consumer as to their satisfaction. (1 complaint)

10/18/2016

 

Advertising/Sales Issues 
 
Complaint
I was sent a pre screened and pre selected mailer by Americor Funding Inc. I called and gave them all my
information. They had most of it and processed my appilication then denied me even though thier mailer
said i was pre approved for $32000 to pay off my debit. They lied and now have have damaged...
my credit with their inquiry. They gathered my information under false pretense and denied me a service
they said I was already pre quailified for.
(Show More of Complaint)

Desired Resolution
I would like them to stop this false advertising practice. It wasted my time, energy and dinged my credit.

Consumer Business Dialog

Business 
A person's credit score can only tell you so much about a their 11pt;"> financial situation. So when a
consumer is applying for a loan we do need to pull credit and do a budget analysis to determine
qualification. We only do what's called a "soft credit pull" for potential clients. Soft pulls do not effect
and/or ding your credit in any way. So Mr. ********* can rest easy knowing that his credit was not effected.
Unfortunately, there were some other factors after underwriting reviewed Mr. ********* file as to why we
were unable to extend him the loan at this time. We would be more than happy to review this with Mr.
********* and walk him through how to improve his situation moving forward and get him qualified for a
loan in the future.

 
 
(Show More of Consumer Business Dialog)

SORT BY: Date  FILTER: Negative

 3/31/2017 

Alexander P. 

 Negative  

 

Review 
I received a preapproval notices for a personal loan. Went to the website, filled out the
info, and was asked when I wanted to discuss my application. I was given the option
of talk to a customer service rep now, which I selected. I was not warned that they
would be collecting a significant amount of financial information regarding me and my
spouse. I spoke with the Brad for 10 minutes trying to provide the most accurate
information as possible then he starts questioning my wife's financials. When he
asked me what her monthly take home pay was I had to ask him to hold for a moment
while I checked her deposits as I did not know. He stated to me at least 3 or 4 times
"Cmon, you have to know what your wife's income is" or "It's your wife. You know
what she makes". Well Brad.. It's 2017. My wife's income is HER income. Not mine.

Chat Now 
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what she makes". Well Brad.. It's 2017. My wife's income is HER income. Not mine.
While we are open to each others financials I do not sit there and ogle her deposits.
She has 2 sources of income and he had asked me not to include 1 which further
necessitated my having to look up her deposits. I do not appreciate being told what I
have to know about my spouse and what I do. I already informed you that I was
retrieving the information for you but you kept insisting that I must already know this
information. I then confronted Brad about his attitude and that I didnt appreciate being
told what information I MUST know off the top of my head about my wife. I then asked
him if he wanted to be patient while I retrieved my wife's info or if he wanted to
terminate the call. He then just states "get your wifes info and call us back". At this
point im a bit frustrated and done with this company. I ask to speak w/ Brad's
supervisor and after 10 minutes get connected to "Houston". Houston then notes my
feedback and thanks me for it as well as issues an apology for the treatment. The
only reason I found it necessary to write this review is because of the other one that I
saw from "S.M" regarding Adam. I understand that every now and then it is normal for
a company to receive these types of complaints from overly sensitive people. I do not
feel I am such a person and I was surprised to get this same treatment from this
company. I hope Houston took my feedback in earnest and uses it to coach their
Reps' soft skills. This is not only a financial industry but also a service industry. I have
no idea if I would have been approved for the loan or at what interest rate. Thankfully
I did not get that far.

Comments

Comment from the Business
Mr. ********, we were made aware of your experience and appreciate your
feedback. We are very disappointed that you had a negative experience and
we have taken the corrective action necessary so this doesn't happen again.
Americor currently services thousands of consumers and strives to provide
excellent service. I assure you; this is our first priority.
by Business on 3/31/2017

Was this review helpful?  Yes  No

[4] people found this review helpful

 11/30/2016 

Serge 

 Negative   

Review 
They give out Debt Consolidation Loans to those who doesn't really need them, but if
you need one, they will no give it to you!!! They send fake pre-approval, so they will
not help you they just want to make money out of you...

Comments

Comment from the Business
This was an applicant that did not fit our underwriting criteria for a loan. After a
deeper review of their financial situation could not qualify. Hence, did not
become a client.
by Business on 11/30/2016

Was this review helpful?  Yes  No

[63] people found this review helpful

 10/28/2016 

Maritzgla 

Review 
BEWARE!!! Liars, liars, liars, stay away from this company, don't waste your time.Chat Now 
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Maritzgla 

 Negative   

BEWARE!!! Liars, liars, liars, stay away from this company, don't waste your time.
They sent a pre-approved personal loan at 3.99% to pay off high interest credit cards,
but what they offer when you call and waste your precious time is a debt consolidation
program, I wish I could give them a negative number in their rating. Their intention
was never to give a loan, Is a total fishing scam. DONT BE FOOLED!

Was this review helpful?  Yes  No

[157] people found this review helpful

 10/13/2016 

R. W. 

 Negative   

Review 
I was sent a preapproval from Americor to obtain a low(ered) interest loan to
refinance my existing credit card debt. I completed the online form, which appeared to
be a sales lead form, as I was only given a "confirmation" that someone would be
reaching out to me. Indeed, I received an email from one of Americor's "underwriters"
requesting that I send the following information VIA EMAIL (caps emphasis below,
mine): "- Current Home Address (No P.O. boxes) - Job Title/Position and current
monthly or annual income - Marital Status (If spouse included provide their responses
to these questions also) - DATE OF BIRTH - SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (Soft Pull
Report - No negative affect on credit) - Amount desired and purpose - I consent to the
Credit Report Pull Authorization - I consent to receive calls (including SMS text
messages) from Americor regarding my account - I expressly authorize Americor and
its affiliates to share among them any transaction history related to my financial
products or services received through Americor or serviced by Americor for the
purpose of evaluating me for credit." Requesting private information such as this via
NON-ENCRYPTED email is poor business practice, and poses a very real threat to
consumer information.

Was this review helpful?  Yes  No

[144] people found this review helpful

 10/11/2016 

J. W. 

 Negative  

 

Review 
Received an letter in the mail stating I was pre-approved for a consolidation loan at
3.99% which sounded enticing to me. After the run-around for 3 business day, and a
scheduled consultation with a supposed underwriter, they tried to sell me the idea a
debt restructuring program. This was a total fishing scam in my opinion and a
complete waste of time. I have a mid 600 credit score, 100% on time payments for 5+
years, 40K in unsecured debt with 75% utilization. In my mind a perfect candidate for
a consolidation loan. If I had a 700+ credit score with less than 30% utilization I would
never look at using a company like this. In Fact with the amount I pay towards my
cards, I would have my debt settled in a matter of months, not 39 Months like they
offered in their debt scam program. Bottom line folks, don't be fooled. Companies like
this pull on your heart strings offering you a way out only to put you in a worse
situation.

Comments

Comment from the Business
Underwriting reviews a list of items for qualification. A persons credit score
doesn't give you a complete picture of a someone's ability to obtain a loan. So
we also do an extensive review of their financial situation through a budget
analysis. We worked very hard in those three days on Mr. ******** file to get him
approved. Unfortunately, he did not meet our underwriting guidelines at this
time. We simply informed him of an option to help get Mr. ****** back on track.
We only provide options to clients that will help them gain control of their
finances and help better their financial situation.

Chat Now 
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finances and help better their financial situation.
by Business on 10/12/2016

Was this review helpful?  Yes  No

[67] people found this review helpful

Read More Customer Reviews: 1  
2 (/sdoc/business-review-iframe/ReadReviews/100093457?page=2&sort_by=date&reviewtype=negative)

BBB Rating Scorecard

Americor Funding Inc
BBB ACCREDITED SINCE 11/17/2015

A+
BBB Rating System Overview (https://www.bbb.org/council/overview-of-bbb-grade/)

Customer Review Rating:  

The BBB Customer Review Rating represents the customer's opinion of the business. The Customer Review Rating percentages are based on the total

number of positive, neutral, and negative reviews posted.

[1] Positive Reviews (https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/loans-small-business/americor-funding-inc-in-irvine-ca-
100093457/reviews-and-complaints?section=reviews&reviewtype=positive)

[1] Neutral Reviews (https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/loans-small-business/americor-funding-inc-in-irvine-ca-
100093457/reviews-and-complaints?section=reviews&reviewtype=neutral)

[6] Negative Reviews (https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/loans-small-business/americor-funding-inc-in-irvine-ca-
100093457/reviews-and-complaints?section=reviews&reviewtype=negative)

[8] Total Customer Reviews (https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/loans-small-business/americor-funding-inc-in-irvine-ca-
100093457/reviews-and-complaints?section=reviews)

[1] Total Customer Complaints (https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/loans-small-business/americor-funding-inc-in-irvine-ca-
100093457/reviews-and-complaints?section=complaints)

12% 12% 75%

Composite Score:  

Americor Funding Inc has received 3.93 out of 5 stars based on 8 Customer Reviews and a BBB Rating of A+.
Comprised of 67% BBB Rating and 33% Customer Review Rating.

The BBB Customer Review Rating represents the customer's opinion of the business. The Customer Review Rating percentages are based on the total

number of positive, neutral, and negative reviews posted.
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The BBB letter grade represents the BBB's opinion of how the business is likely to interact with its customers. The BBB grade is based on BBB file

information about the business. In some cases, a business' grade may be lowered if the BBB does not have sufficient information about the business

despite BBB's requests for that information from the business.

The BBB Customer Review Rating plus the BBB Rating is not a guarantee of a business' reliability or performance. BBB recommends that consumers

consider a business' BBB Rating and Customer Review Rating in addition to all other available information about the business.

BBB Business Profiles may not be reproduced for sales or promotional purposes.

BBB Business Profiles are provided solely to assist you in exercising your own best judgment. Information in this BBB Business Profile is believed
reliable, but not guaranteed as to accuracy.

When considering complaint information, please take into account the company's size and volume of transactions, and understand that the nature of
complaints and a firm's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints.

BBB Business Profiles generally cover a three-year reporting period. BBB Business Profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do
business with this business, please let the business know that you contacted BBB for a BBB Business Profile.

© 2017 BBB of San Diego, Orange and Imperial Counties All Rights Reserved.
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